Relationship between Organized Physical Activity and Motor Competence in Teenagers
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Abstract It is not clear if the association between motor competence (MC) and organized physical activity (OPA) in teenagers and if it depends on the gender. The purpose of this study was to investigate relationship between MC and OPA by gender. Participants, 29 male (19.3±1.3 years) and 38 female (19.0±1.2 years) were assessed by the BOT-2 brief form and by a retrospective questionnaire of the OPA. Males had superior performance in body coordination, strength, agility, and the general motor competence. There were no significant differences between genders in the time spent in OPA; there was a positive and low correlation between MC and OPA, but the correlation showed stronger values only for females. OPA seems to be an enabling environment for the acquisition and development of motor skills that provide the foundation for engagement and motor competence, but gender is an interaction variable.
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1. Introduction

Organized physical activity (OPA) such a participation in sports, dance and martial arts, is considered one of the most important environment for youth to improve levels of physical activity [1]. OPA involves regular classes or training, are structured under a adult supervision (i.e. coach, instructor, or teacher) [2] and have been related with raising the time spent in moderate to vigorous physical activity and decreasing the youth's health risk [1,3]. Previous studies show that individuals engaged in OPA are more likely to achieve the physical activity guidelines [4], have greater levels of PA [3] and spend more time in moderate, vigorous [4], when compared to non-participants. Thus, understand the variables related with OPA represent a promising strategy for enhancing youth’s health.

The literature has showed a positive relationship between motor competence (MC) and OPA [5,6,7,8] during the life span. Studies like Queiroz et al. [8], in early childhood, and Vandorpe et al. [6] and D’Hondt et al. [7], in middle childhood, found that individuals with higher levels of MC where more engaged on OPA, when compared with those with lower levels of MC. However, few studies have reported the relationship between OPA and MC in older ages [9,10] including gender analyses.

The literature indicates that a large part of the adolescents has a low level of positive behaviors for an improvement of their health [11] and that the relationship between MC and OPA can be different between boys and girls [12]. Results from Okely et al. [12] showed that the relationship between MC and time spent in OPA was stronger in girls when compared with boys. However, few studies have analyzed a relationship between MC and OPA and its own moderating effect between the genders.

The potential difference between gender could give insight into different cultural practices (such as encouragement in some types of sport regarding gender e.g., soccer for boys) that could help or hinder development in certain types of skills or make one gender spend more time in OPA when compared with the other [13]. Clearly, gender studies can provide valuable understanding into how different motor skills developed in different gender and how it related with OPA [13]. Although cross-sectional studies do not imply causation, correlational researches allow determining if there is a relationship between the variables, adding to gaps in the literature. Thus, the aim of this study was to analyze the relationship between MC and OPA in adolescents, specifically to analyze gender differences between MC and OPA of the adolescents.

2. Methods

2.1. Study Design and Participants

The present cross sectional study assessed a convenient sample of 67 healthy Brazilians adolescents (boys = 29), from 17 to 21 years old, recruited from an urban university in
northwest of Brazil with similar social demographic status. Individuals with any physical disability or health condition that prevented completion of the testing were not included in the sample.

2.2. Procedures

Prior to the study, written consent from parents was obtained for all participants and the study was approved by the local committee. All participants had initially their anthropometrics variables assessed. Body mass was measured by portable scale (Glicomed - nearest 0.1 kg) and height was measured by the portable stadiometer scale (GIMI - nearest 0.1 cm).

2.2.1. Organized Physical Activity

Information about the OPA was obtained through a self-reported questionnaire by Campos et al. [14]. Individuals were asked to report the type of the OPA (e.g., swimming, soccer, ballet), frequency of participation (i.e., times attended per week) and the duration (i.e., hours per practice) of the activities in which they were engaged. All questionnaires were completed at the facility at the university under a trained research assistant supervision. OPA defined as those activities that involved regular classes, training, or competition; were formally structured and had a coach, instructor, or teacher [14]. Examples include attending dance or martial arts; swimming or athletics clubs; playing soccer or basketball or any other teams sport. A self-reported measurement, is often the only feasible methodology that can be utilized to address the research questions of this particular interest, it is cost and time efficient, easy to administer, and has been used in many studies investigating participation in organized sport participation [5,12,14], even for a recall of past experiences [14]. Additionally, the questionnaire was tested with a sample of non-participating students of the same ages and from the same school, with no issues of clarity reported, and presenting excellent values of validity (content validity index (CVI), based on experts’ ratings of item relevance, clarity and pertinence. CVI = 85%) and excellent reliability (Cohen's kappa coefficient≥ .75). In order to know the adolescents global experience in OPA, in this study used the total time spent in OPA in minutes.

2.2.2. Motor Competence

Motor competence was assessed by Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency – Second Edition, Brief Form [16]. This is an individually administered test that uses engaging, goal-directed activities to measure a wide array of motor skills in individuals aged 4 through 21. The BOT-2 brief form contains 12 items in 4 domains: 1) fine manual control; 2) manual coordination; 3) body coordination and 4) strength and agility. The completion time was approximately of 15 minutes, realized in free disturbance, and closed environment according with the protocol test. Test was administered by well trained examiners and intra and inter-rater, the percent agreement was above 85%. This study used the raw scores of each domain and the total motor composite (sum of all domains).

2.3. Data Analyses

Normal distribution of variables was tested by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Mann-Whitney U test was used to analyze the difference between means, Cohen’s effect size was carried out by Thalheimer and Cook [17] protocol; Spearman correlation was calculated to examine associations between MC and OPA and was also carried out by gender. The strength of associations was defined as: 0.10-0.25 = low; 0.26-0.49 = moderate and 0.50-1.0 = strong [18]. An alpha <.05 was implemented to determine statistics significances. SPSS (version 10.0) was used for all data analyses.

3. Results

Initial analysis to identify the inter-rater reliability on the motor competence assessment showed high levels of reliability among researchers (intra = 92%; inter-rater = 90%). Table 1 shows the anthropometric characteristics of the participants by gender. Results showed that there were no significant different between teenagers by age, height and weight.

The motor performance is categorized by gender and summarized in Table 2. Mann-Whitney U Test confirmed there was a significant difference between teenagers with boys presenting a superior performance in two different motor skill's domains (body coordination and strength and agility) and also in the total motor composite score, when compared with girls. There was no significant difference at the time spent in OPA among the teenagers (Table 2).

Table 1. Mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) of age (years), height (cm) and weight (kg) of the participants by gender.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boys (n=29)</th>
<th>Girls (n=38)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>M (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.3 (1.3)</td>
<td>19.0 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>173.9 (6.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>74.5 (11.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) of motor proficiency and the time spent in organized physical activity by gender.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boys (n=29)</th>
<th>Girls (n=38)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organized physical activity (min/week)</td>
<td>M (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82944.8</td>
<td>81779.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine Manual Control (pts)</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual Coordination (pts)</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Coordination (pts)</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength and Agility (pts)</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Motor Skill (pts)</td>
<td>56.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Spearman results showed in general there was a positive and low correlation between time spent in OPA and MC ($\rho = 0.252$, $p = 0.039$). When stratified by gender the results described an interaction effect in the correlation between time spent in OPA and MC, showing a positive and moderate correlation only for girls ($\rho = 0.323$, $p = 0.048$).

4. Discussion

This study aimed to analyze the relationship between MC and OPA in adolescents. I was verified the differences among boys and girls MC and the relationship between MC and OPA of the adolescents, considering the gender. Our study found there was a significant difference between the MC of the teenagers, and this was already expected, once the literature reports evidences with similar results [19,20], although there is no consensus about which gender presents the better MC. In our results, boys had a superior performance when compare with girls, and this is similar with found by some studies [20,21] but the opposite found by Gidley Larson et al., when analyzing children [19].

According to Ré [22] there is no difference between boys and girls until adolescence. After that, there will be a morphological and functional difference, extremely related with the hormonal changes that could affect the motor performance. However, the same author also highlighted that, if there was an adequate involvement in sports and PA the motor performance of the adolescent, especially girls, could not be declined. The ambiguous results reported by the literature would be likely related with the difference of opportunities to practice, causing a lack of motor learning and MC in boys and girls [8]. Thus, even our results reporting a better performance of boys, is plausible that it could be reversed if girls had the opportunity to practice the motor skill leading their improvement of performances. The correlations results also support this point, since it was found that MC score was positive and significantly related with time spent in OPA, although the value of the correlation was low. Okely et al. [12] corroborated by Fransen et al. [5] also reported that those adolescents who had more time spent in OPA also had better MC when compared with those with less time. Likewise, in their study with students in the 7 grade, Jaakkola et al. [23] founded the organized physical activity in sport clubs was more strongly associated with MC than was not-organized physical activity during leisure.

The explanation is that OPA is a kind of physical activity which provides an important environment for motor learning, once it promotes not only the physical effort but also the cognitive effort to attend the instruction, feedback and other practical arrangements ideal for the motor learning and, consequently, improve MC [24,25]. Also, demands in OPA lies on the development of the perceptive motor/neuromuscular system, i.e., the ability to recruit motor units, to increase motor unit firing rates, to have an optimal co-activation of agonist/antagonist muscles, and synergistic muscle contractions, which is critically important to the development of MC [26]. So, it is possible to suggest the environment which involves OPA take on both informational and energetic challenges required to improve the MC. Also, the relationship between MC and musculoskeletal and cardiorespiratory fitness becomes more reciprocal in nature during late childhood and adolescence [27].

It was identified an interaction effect in the correlation between MC and OPA with girls presenting the stronger value than boys. This result is similar with found by Okely et al. [12] who also reported a stronger correlation between MC and OPA for girls when compared with the boys, which was explained by the authors with the fact that boys have also more social acceptance in OPA practice when compared with girls. This means that regardless their MC boys would be more engaged in PA and OPA because they have the social approval, but the girl’s involvement in the OPA might be considered more socially unacceptable and this could address for an engagement in OPA only for those who achieved skilled movements [12].

Our results also reported there was no difference in the time spent in OPA of the boys and girls. This could indicate initially a contradiction in this discussion, once it was assumed that same opportunity to practice motor skill would lead to similar results of MC. However, two different aspects should be considered about the relationship between MC and practice. The first one is that, the present study assessed only the amount of time spent in OPA. According to Holfelder & Scott [28], boys can clearly spend more time in non-organized PA than girls, which also improves the levels of MC, once the development of skill is also promoted by frequent activation of neural pathways [29]. Thus, even the amount of time spent in OPA was similar between the teenagers in this study; it was possible that the amount of time spent in non organized PA could be responsible for the boys’ superior levels of MC.

The second aspect that should consider is that the same amount of time for practice does not necessarily means same quality of practice. Not only the amount of minutes spent, but also the amount of time spent with appropriate training and supervision (which include instruction and feedback) is considered the key for the motor development [30]. Lemos, Aavigo and Barela [31] reported that subject who had physical education class supervised by a physical education teacher had superior MC when compared with those without a trained teacher, which support the importance of the quality spent in practice that aim improvement in MC rather just the amount spent.

Some limitations should be considered when interpreting the findings of this study. The sample not randomly selected and included only one high school limiting generalizability. Further, the cross-sectional nature of the data limits the ability determine a causal relationship.

5. Conclusions

Although a correlational study cannot prove that changes to one variable lead to changes to another variable, evidence from correlation studies can lead to testing that evidence under causal conditions since correlational study are the stepping-stone to the more powerful method. Thus, the results of this study can suggest that individuals who were engaged in OPA had an adequate scenario for develop their MC and that gender was considered an interaction variable in this relationship.
Our results support the importance of practice of motor skill in a trained and supervised environment and also that girls might need a different encouragement for their initiation and maintenance in OPA. Promoting and sustaining positive OPA trajectories in youth by specifically targeting the development of MC is a unique approach and has the potential to significantly impact activity levels across lifespan.
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